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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a programming parallel real-time process data flow telemetry system is
presented. What we developed recently is a advanced telemetry system which can process
multi-data-flow of multi-target for mulit-user at the same time. It can be used in RPV,
missile and others. Its main characteristics are as follows:

Input radio frequency is S wave band (multi-dot frequencies).

In telemetry front-end, the chip microprocessor is used to make demodulation and decode.

Telemetry preprocessor consists of parallel distributed chip microprocessor mould plates
(bus link).

There are menu shope man-computer dialogue, figure display, intelligence display and
intelligence self-diagnosis in this system.

Now, we have developed data compress mould plate, floating-point arithmetic mould
plate, derive calculation mould plate and signal process mould plate etc.

The main computer is VAX-II.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to meet the new needs of controlling multi-RPV or multi-missile at the same time,
we developed this system which is a telemetry subsystem in a multi-function Remote
Control/Telemetry/Direction Integrated System. Remote control subsystem takes TDM
system. It is only when targets recognize their address codes that they can receive remote



control command codes separatly. Telemetry subsystem takes FDM system. Different
radio dot frequencies in S wave band divide different targets. Now, target numbers are 4.
This system is set in a equipment vichel with the other equipment.

SYSTEM CONSIST

System consist is shown in figure 1.

This system consists of high frequency width band amplifier, carrier demodulation,
intermediate frequency loop amplifier, subcarrier demodulation and decoder, preprocessor,
monitor and real-time processing center. Signal of all targets may, at the same time, come
into high frequency amplifier in ground station. Signal of every target is divide by way of
seting up one first local-oscillate frequency, four first intermediate frequencies
corresponding to four targets, four second local-oscillate frequencies and one second
intermediate frequency in the telemetry receiver. Signals divided enter appropriate
demodulation-decoder in which four chip microprocessors are used to make signal of four
targets demodulated and decoded by softwave programming and to follow change of
modulating system (DPSK, FSK, etc.), subcarrier frequency and sampling rate
synchronously. The preprocessor consisting of chip microprocessors packs data flow to
send these data packages into appropriate main computer RAM by DMA method and
processes some data packages the remote control needs to display results processed on
CRT and print them. Real-time processing center gets data packages from main computer
RAM to process them and to print and store results processed by a VAX-II computer.

TELEMETRY PREPROCESSOR

The telemetry preprocessor is shown in figure 2.

The preprocessor consists of four parts i.e. the data input part, the data process part, the
control part and the output part. They are linked up with three buses i.e. a micropressor
bus, a common data bus and a control bus. The common data bus rate is 4 Mw/s (32 bit/w,
16 bit data, 16 bit address). Because the preprocessor is mould plate construction and bus
system, it is easier for users to extend the system.

The preprocessor can receive PCM data flow, PAM data flow and analogue data flow by
appropriate interfaces. The data input part includes dynamic analogue signal generator,
input buffer, bit synchronizer, frame/subframe synchronizer, data assigner, time-code
generator and quantizer etc.

The dynamic analogue signal generator can output a serial PCM data flow which is made
to calibrate the system and self-check.



The bit synchronizer can automaticly compensate input signal base-line variance and range
variance. Its main performances are as follows:

Input data flow:   LE. 4
Input range:  1 -- 20 v (LT. 30 v)
Input code from:  NRZ -- L.M.S., Bio -- L.M.S., DM -- M., SRZ, RNRZ -- L
Input code rate:   8 bit/s -- 4 Mbit/s
Loop band width:   0.1% -- 2.0% of coad rate
Follow-up ability:   0.1% -- 20% of code rate
Locking time:   LT. two data time

The frame/subframe synchronizer can adapt word lenth change coming from airborne
equipment. There are three subframe synchronizing forms. The maximum and minimum
error tolerance can be changed by programming. There are the return capacity to one bit
code sliding under the inertia synchronization and sub-subframe capacity. Its main
performances are as follows:

Input data flow:   10 (positive direction or negative direction)
Frame format:   16 formats
Subframe format:   16 formats
Input code rate:   15 Mbit/s
Word length:   2 -- 18 bit (variable)
Bit sliding:   LE. 7 bit
Subframe length:   1 -- 256 frame
Frame synchronization code length:   LE. 64 bit (variable)
Subframe synchronization code length:    LE. 64 bit (variable)
Frame synchronization logic:   three-state logic
Subframe synchronization logic:   two-state logic

The data process part make multi-data-flow merge, time mark, overlimit check, data
compress (in limit or out limit), bit compress, increment compress, slope compress, data
pack, data classify, data calculate, unit transform, symbol set, frame synchronization code
and subframe synchronization code assign and logic operate etc.

By control of a 8086-CPU microcomputer, the control part consisting of CRT, keyboard,
store (148K word) and I/O interfaces (extensible) can set up the preprocessor states which
are displayed on CRT in the shape of menu. Microcomputer rate is 5 MHz. Floating-point
arithmetic rate is 30 KHz.

There are three output form in the output part i.e. analogue output form, digital output form
and DMA output form.



Analogue output voltage:   +10v or +5v
Resolving power:   15 bits
Accuracy:   +1 bit
Digital output TTL level:   “1” GT. 2.4v “0” LT.
Digital output channel:   operator choice
DMA output form:   parallel 32 bits or 16 bits
DMA output rate:   1.42 MHz

REAL-TIME PROCESS CENTER

The real-time process center is a VAX-II computer, It only make the work of real-time
processing data or of real-time storing data in the disks so as to process them after the
event.

FIGURE DISPLAY & INTELLIGENCE DISPLAY

There is a figure display & intelligence display mould plate which is controlled by a chip
microprocessor. We make use of the direction data transmitted to the preprocessor by
telemetry channel bcontrol the variation of a aircraft (or a missile) figure on the corner of
CRT. When the data processed by preprocessor and the data of self-diagnosis are over or
below safe limit. These data are displayed on an area of CRT. At the same time an alarm
rings.
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